Pieter Mulier the Younger, called Cavalier Tempesta
(Harlem, 1637 - Milano, 1701)
Landscape with two men, a castle and the sea
Oil on canvas, cm 199 x 278

The four landscape paintings shown here were discovered in 2005 in an Italian private
collection by Marcel Roethlisberger- Bianco, who went on to showcase them in 2008 indicating
the masterpieces as paintings testifying the maturity of the great landscape painter, Pieter
Mulier, also called the Cavalier Pietro Tempesta (1637-1701).
The paintings are in an impeccable state of conservation, bearing no trace of any restoration or
retouching and still have their original gilded frames.
The four paintings, of identical and impressive dimensions (199 x 278 cm), originated as a
uniform series, most certainly destined to adorn a big hall of an aristocratic residence.
The outstanding quality of the details, the accuracy in the coating of colour and the exceptional
fineness of the materials used (for example the ultramarine blue applied in large quantities),
imply that the paintings were indeed originally intended for a high-end clientele.
Price on request
For further information please contact:
Massimo Ciaccio
m.ciaccio@promo-art.it
+39 348 8704179
SPAZIOBIGVERBANIA
Viale Vittorio Tonolli 42
28922 Verbania Pallanza
Tel. 0323 348185
info@promo-art.it

Chiara Ammenti
c.ammenti@promo-art.it
+39 0323 348185
PROMOART S.R.L.
Via S. Marta, 10
20123 Milano
Tel. 02 82870740
www.promo-art.it

Pieter Mulier the Younger, called Cavalier Tempesta
(Harlem, 1637 - Milano, 1701)
Landscape with a mill and a high mountain
Oil on canvas, cm 199 x 278

The four landscape paintings shown here were discovered in 2005 in an Italian private
collection by Marcel Roethlisberger- Bianco, who went on to showcase them in 2008 indicating
the masterpieces as paintings testifying the maturity of the great landscape painter, Pieter
Mulier, also called the Cavalier Pietro Tempesta (1637-1701).
The paintings are in an impeccable state of conservation, bearing no trace of any restoration or
retouching and still have their original gilded frames.
The four paintings, of identical and impressive dimensions (199 x 278 cm), originated as a
uniform series, most certainly destined to adorn a big hall of an aristocratic residence.
The outstanding quality of the details, the accuracy in the coating of colour and the exceptional
fineness of the materials used (for example the ultramarine blue applied in large quantities),
imply that the paintings were indeed originally intended for a high-end clientele.
Price on request
For further information please contact:
Massimo Ciaccio
m.ciaccio@promo-art.it
+39 348 8704179
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Pieter Mulier the Younger, called Cavalier Tempesta
(Harlem, 1637 - Milano, 1701)
Landscape with an man escaping from a snake
Oil on canvas, cm 199 x 278

The four landscape paintings shown here were discovered in 2005 in an Italian private
collection by Marcel Roethlisberger- Bianco, who went on to showcase them in 2008 indicating
the masterpieces as paintings testifying the maturity of the great landscape painter, Pieter
Mulier, also called the Cavalier Pietro Tempesta (1637-1701).
The paintings are in an impeccable state of conservation, bearing no trace of any restoration or
retouching and still have their original gilded frames.
The four paintings, of identical and impressive dimensions (199 x 278 cm), originated as a
uniform series, most certainly destined to adorn a big hall of an aristocratic residence.
The outstanding quality of the details, the accuracy in the coating of colour and the exceptional
fineness of the materials used (for example the ultramarine blue applied in large quantities),
imply that the paintings were indeed originally intended for a high-end clientele.
Price on request
For further information please contact:
Massimo Ciaccio
m.ciaccio@promo-art.it
+39 348 8704179
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Pieter Mulier the Younger, called Cavalier Tempesta
(Harlem, 1637 - Milano, 1701)
Landscape with a waterfall and a bridge
Olio su tela, cm 199 x 278

The four landscape paintings shown here were discovered in 2005 in an Italian private
collection by Marcel Roethlisberger- Bianco, who went on to showcase them in 2008 indicating
the masterpieces as paintings testifying the maturity of the great landscape painter, Pieter
Mulier, also called the Cavalier Pietro Tempesta (1637-1701).
The paintings are in an impeccable state of conservation, bearing no trace of any restoration or
retouching and still have their original gilded frames.
The four paintings, of identical and impressive dimensions (199 x 278 cm), originated as a
uniform series, most certainly destined to adorn a big hall of an aristocratic residence.
The outstanding quality of the details, the accuracy in the coating of colour and the exceptional
fineness of the materials used (for example the ultramarine blue applied in large quantities),
imply that the paintings were indeed originally intended for a high-end clientele.
Price on request
For further information please contact:
Massimo Ciaccio
m.ciaccio@promo-art.it
+39 348 8704179
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